YOUR #1 CHOICE
FOR DESIGNER CONCRETE
FENCING AND PRECAST WALLS

We provide our high-quality fences to assure the efficient execution of your project. Exceeding your expectations is our chief goal.
American Precast Concrete fences and walls are the premier choice for developers, government agencies, and landscaping architects desiring the rich, authentic look of masonry or wood for a fraction of the cost. Not only are our precast concrete fences more affordable than traditional fencing products, they offer unsurpassed versatility, durability, and maintenance-free longevity that ensures your fence will retain the functionality and visually appealing aesthetics that are important to the life of your project.

Since 1985, American Precast Concrete has been using the most innovative concrete technologies and designs to deliver a quality product for a variety of applications. From commercial and residential development or revitalization, perimeter security and retaining walls, to visual screens and sound barriers, precast concrete fencing is a low-cost alternative that can be customized to create an attractive fence that blends with the surrounding community.
AMERICAN PRECAST CONCRETE fences and walls are the premier choice for developers, government agencies, and landscaping architects desiring the rich, authentic look of masonry or wood for a fraction of the cost. Not only are our precast concrete fences more affordable than traditional fencing products, they offer unsurpassed versatility, durability, and maintenance-free longevity that ensures your fence will retain the functionality and visually appealing aesthetics that are important to the life of your project.

Traditional walls and fencing systems are prone to deterioration and damage through insects, weather, fire, and earthquakes. Precast concrete walls and fencing systems are not only built to withstand all of these elements and last longer but also require less maintenance at a more affordable price.

With our easy turnkey installation process, your precast concrete wall will be finished and ready to be placed on-site. We handle everything, from design to creation, and all the way to its final placement on your site.
CHISELSTONE™ stonework exudes an attention demanding grandeur that has been unmatched until now.

Our CHISELSTONE™ replicates the look and feel of chiseled slate masonry, coupling the appeal of natural rock with the hardiness of concrete. It's ideal for any type of fencing or screening wall project around the home, the office or in commercial and public spaces. When you need a durable, low-maintenance wall solution that maintains the beauty of its surroundings, you need CHISELSTONE™.

AMERICANPRECAST.COM/CHISEL-STONE
Over time, traditional wood walls and fences suffer at the hands of Mother Nature, which can quickly result in hefty repair costs. Splintering, rotting, termite damage, burning and cracking are just a few of the downsides of using traditional wood. But where wood falls short, Woodcrete excels. Our engineers crafted our Woodcrete™ concrete wall system using the latest manufacturing technology to ensure strength, visual appeal and versatility. You can see and feel the quality down to the smallest wood grain. But don’t take our word for it; come feel the difference for yourself.
**BLOCKCRETE™**

**BLOCKCRETE™** precast masonry systems are not only crafted for durability, but for spectacular design as well.

Stonework exudes an attention-demanding grandeur that has been unmatched—until now. Our **BLOCKCRETE™** replicates the look and feel of masonry block wall, while coupling the appeal of large block with the hardiness of concrete. It’s ideal for any type of fencing or screening wall project around the home, the office or in commercial and public spaces. When you need a durable, low-maintenance wall solution that maintains the beauty of its surroundings, you need **BLOCKCRETE™**.

[AMERICANPRECAST.COM/BLOCKCRETE](AMERICANPRECAST.COM/BLOCKCRETE)
SMOOTHSTONE™ panels provide durable longevity and practicality that complements architectural and landscaping details and creates attractive security walls. Inclement weather and time tend to erode and chip away at stone. American Precast’s SMOOTHSTONE™ precast concrete wall systems blend the durability of concrete with a minimalist design for aesthetically pleasing protection that lasts. Our precast masonry systems are engineered with the latest manufacturing processes and technology to develop a top-tier solution that reduces labor and costs.

AMERICANPRECAST.COM/SMOOTH-STONE

Stone walls are timeless. Our SMOOTHSTONE™ precast concrete panels maintain that rustic sentiment and appeal without the cost.
Our RUSTICBRICK™ precast masonry system marries the authentic look of brick with the unwavering durability of precast concrete.

Brick walls are a charming, nostalgic addition to any landscape, but they can also be a resource drain. That’s where we come in. Our RUSTICBRICK™ precast masonry system is simple to install, eliminating the need for shoring, bracing or mortar. The perfect blend of form and function, it’s no surprise that American Precast Concrete’s RUSTICBRICK™ line is a popular choice for landscapers, architects, public works and even private use.

AMERICANPRECAST.COM/RUSTIC-BRICK
When security is of the utmost importance, choose the strongest, toughest option available.

Our Security series is made from a high-density concrete, and is the most solid, impenetrable product we offer. With the same clean look as our Large Brick pattern, this wall conforms to customized height requirements with panel lengths of either 5 or 8 feet. Panels are reinforced with Rebar running across to ensure strength and durability for this series of fencing. As with all our fences, anchors can be embedded into posts for running additional straight or coiled security wires along the top.

AMERICANPRECAST.COM/SECURITY-FENCE
Our WOODCRETE™ Rails System is engineered to withstand weather damage, making it a virtually maintenance-free alternative to traditional wood.

Ranch rails deliver an undeniably iconic look. But unfortunately, weather and other conditions can quickly cause wooden split rail fences to lose their strength and beauty. Our WOODCRETE™ Rails bridge this gap by delivering the aesthetic appeal of ranch rails and the durability of precast concrete. Our customers tell us again and again that our WOODCRETE™ system is just like wood — that is, until Mother Nature strikes. Then, they tell us it’s even better. Over time, wood ranch rails can fall victim to splintering, rotting, termite damage, burning, cracking and other degradation. We use only high-density concrete reinforced with steel and fiber mesh, saving our customers the costs and hassle with replacing wooden ranch rails.

AMERICANPRECAST.COM/RAILS-SYSTEM
When it comes to your precast project, expertise is everything.
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When it comes to your precast project, expertise is everything.
Durable, affordable, and visually appealing from all angles
The best option for any commercial, residential, or industrial project
American Precast Concrete provides turnkey service. We handle all aspects of the installation process from planning to post holes to clean-up. Standard systems are installed with posts set at 5 feet on-center; customizable options are available. All designs options are available in heights ranging from 1 to 12 feet.

Our precast concrete panels and posts can be installed on any type of landscape—hilly, flat, or in relatively tight quarters. Wall configurations conform to residential and commercial specifications and local building codes.

Our fences use an interlocking system. The lower panel interlocks with the posts down its tracks and allows the additional panels to stack one on top of each other at 12” to 16” increments.
We understand the importance of visual appeal to your design. That is why we've created a special one-step coloration system that infuses the concrete with the precise color specified. By utilizing a custom blending technique, we can achieve a variety of warm, rich tones that replicate the look, texture, and complexity of natural wood, brick, or organic stone.
Please call us or visit our website for more information.

Our expert design team is ready to create the perfect wall or fence solution for your next project.

American Precast Concrete Inc.
Phone: (800) 691-7118
Email: info@americanprecast.com